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prob'ems totcoming year
By Don -Minng

Flexibility in the undergraduate
curriculum,. the value of class
government, and the educational
role of the living group-these
were among the topics discussed
at Institute Committee's Exeter
Conference. The conference, held
Sattwday ancd Sunday in Exeter,
New Hampshire, provided a
ax
forum for old and.new members
M of Inscom to - gather with
faculty members and exchange
opinions on some of the.major
problems for the coming year.
The opening session of the conferPn-ce was devotedl to famiiarizing the new members of Inscomm
with the structure and function
-Of Incoam subcommittees and
liring group governments. Following short resumes of their
duties by the various Inscomm
members, the resplmsibilities of
the Dean's Office and its relation~.E
&r
ship with student government
were explained by Deans Kenneth
R. Wadleigh, Paul E. Gray, and

total units: It appears that "an
aura of second class citizenship
(is attached) if you don't do what
everyone else has done."
Another problem which was expounded upon at length was living group relations. Although

there was general agreement that
(Please twrn to Page 2)

Dr. Irwin W. Sizer, MIT Professor of Biochemistry and Head
of the Department of Biology,
has been appointed Dean of the
Graduate School. Dr. Sizer will
succeed Dr. Harold L. Hazen,
who retires at the end of the
academic year.
Dr. Sizer, who is probably best
known for his studies of the fundamental properties and medical

Emily L. Wick.
Curricular requrements
Once his.' preliminary' description of basic responsibilities had
been dispensed with, the discussion moved on to the general
area of curricular requirements.
It was generally. felt that the
major problem is a lack of flexibility. Although MIT's curriculum. is flexible "on Paper," in
reality this flexibility does not
exist,

because

it

faculty is a 'couple

"seems

the

behind."

r
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T· omorrow is the last day
for sophomores to order class
rings. Orders will be taken in
the lobby of Building 10 from
9:30 am to 4:30 pm.

1

applications of enzymes, is currently doing research on the role
of vitamins, especially Vitamin
B6, as parts of enzyme systems.
Other research
Other research by Dr. Sizer is
directed at discovering the role
of enzymes in embryological development. He has also studied
amino acid -metabolism and the
use of enzyme inhibitors as antibiotics and in chemotherapy. Previous research projects concerned
the use of enzymes as inhibiting
factors in the clotting of blood
and for the oxidation and reduction of the toxic ritanrits in poison ivy, for which he received an
Eli Lilly, research grant in 1945.
During World War II S i z e r
worked on the spectroscopy and
biochemistry of collagen and the
use of sheep gut and beef tendon,
of which collagen is the principal
constituent, for .surgical sutures.
Other wartime octivities included
studies on penicillin, burn treatments and blast pigmentation.
Taught physiologc
Born in Bridgewater, Miassachusetts in 1910, Dr. Sizer received
his BA from Brown University in

Dean Irwin W. Sizer
1931. Following the awarding of
the PhD degree by Rutgers University four years later, Dr. Sizer
came to MIT as an instructor
and research associate in biology
and public health. He was appointed to the faculty as assist-

(Please turn to Page 4)

Prof. Pool deliivers lecture
on Vietnamc reda[iity gapn

of decades

'Second class citizenship'
However, some of the blame
for this lack of flexibility was
Idtu Unil
Ule students. It was
pointed out that less than 100
nfembers of the Class of '70 ('as
opposed to 200 in the Class of '69)
did not heed theadvice of their
faculty advisors and refused to
defer 8.01 for a semester. The
result was catastrophic--another
100 dropped 8.01 during the
semester and now find themselves
behind both in physics and in

ffo%1 Dean
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Stewart awrds deadbne
ex em ed through =rem
The deadline for nominations
Seven awards are given each
for the Wi'liam L. Stewart year. After preliminary screenAwards
has ueel. t:.-ll
WI'-'
,;
U...W Aet^ivities e.-uu.v.e
..
Friday.
Board, the selection is made by a
The awards, given both to or- joint student-faculty committee.
ganizations and activities for their
Any member of the MIT comsedvice 'L the Am
NLT
cjrnr ~u11I-~y- Gpy- mu-firty ma-y make a nomination
the. Association of Student Ac.- by filling out a form at the Instivities, are made from a grant Comm office, and filing it there.
in memory of William L. Stew- All applications must be entered
art, Class of '23, and member of by 5:03 p.m. Friday afternoon in
order to be considered.
the Corporation.

IFCe hosts smposiu
S~~~~~t~~ud~~~~~~~~en~t$
e~a~m
e~n m~o

Sudents examnine iorals
their own choices. Dr. James R. Killian, Chairman
of the MIT Corporation welcomed everyone on
behalf of the administration and gave a short
history of undergraduate conferences. He noted
that while conferences usually deal with the
:"outei-life", this conference was concerned with
the inner-life", reflecting the deep concern for the
individual and his identity and relation to society.
M:utual trust
The Honorable John Volpe, Governor of the
Comxnonwealth of Massachusetts was the first
speaker of the day. "In our time morality has
many faces," he said. He saw morality as the

Dr. James R. Killian (left), Chairman of fhe
Corporation, and Governor of Massachusets
John A. Volpe were among those who spoke
at the breakfast meeting of the IFC Conference on Morality.
By Karen Wattel
Efforts were made to define a morality which
would meet the needs of modern '-students and
grapple effectively writ the problems of relations
With others at a Symposium on Fraternity Mosrality sponsored by the IFC Friday. Over 100 fratern'
ity and sorority students from nine New England
Colleges and universities attended the all-day conference in the Student Center.
Conference Chairma John
on Fittz '67 (SC) welc01ned the delegates at breakfast, emphasizing
that they were not going to try to impose any
Particular view but to try to help individuals make

basis for mutual. trust between individuals, as
well as between the public and public servants.
While he believes that good moral principles
are still deeply ingrained in most Americans, he
does drthink that they need stirring, and sees no
better way to accomplish this than by turning to
the Bible.
Following Governor Volpe was Dr. Glen T.
N·~.Y-SIC=, Xr utA)L- U OuciVilogy wi Deanta Of Situdents a-Hunter College, who has worked with
the national service fraternity, APOe, and has
served as national president of SAE, a social fraternity.
Focus on fraternities
He cited the opposition which fraternities faced
early in their history, and also the fact that, even
today, they are the focus of many campus moral
issues, such as drinking, cheating, and hazing. The
basic conflict in fraternity life is the difficulty
involved in reconciling freedom and order.' He
said that if freedom is not used, it atrophies, but,

by Don Mifnniig
The "credibility gap" was the
focus of a lecture delivered by
Professor Ithiel de Sola Pool, head
of the Political Science department, and former Presidential advisor, before a meeting of the
Young Democrats Thursday evening.

Vague policy statements.
Prof. Pool first began to get an
inking of the difficulty as he was
conducting a study of social welfare programs both in Great Britain and the United States some
years ago. In an effort to find a
statement of President Roosevelt
on the controversial Social Security Act before its passage, he
soon discovered that the late President had never made any specific
reference to the bill. Roosevelt had
only made vague moralistic stateTalks fin platitudes
ments about the necessity and
This is why public officials seem
desirability of such social legisla- to talk as "irresponsible people"
tion.
(Please turn to Page 5)
Prof. Pool sees such Presidential and state policy as not only
good, but normal and politic. ile
Interviews for the following
remarked that for the President positions will be held on the
to have become emhroiled in the
fonowing dates: today, secrecontroversy
~l~~s~ over the bill could tariat Division Heads, from
have only been injurious to it, 4:00 pm; Foreign Opportunities
though it was he who enthusias- 'Chairman, from 6:00 pm; and
tically signed it into law.
Finboard, fromr 9:15 to 12 midAntagonism avoided
night; Final selections will be
This kind of expression of offi- made tomorro . Interviews for
w
cial policy was present throughout
SCC, SCE Executive Committhe Eisenhower administration altee, and Chairman and Secreso. But it took the improvident
tary -of JudComm will be
form of John Foster Dulles' mor- Monday through Wednesday of
alizing statements about the next week, with final selection
immorality and criminality of
to be made Thursday, March
communism,-and the evils of its 23.
spread, or even the spread of

MIT Chess Club psets Harard
In New ngnland ntercmegiats

MIT scored an upset victory
over Harvard in the 1967 New
England Intercollegiate C h e s s
Tournament, held March 4-5 at St.
Anselm's College, Exeter, N. H.,
scoring 16 total points against
Harvard's 141/2. Norwich University finished third. ET's team
was composed of master Larry
Kaufman '68, Larry Schmitt '70,
Walter Hesse '69, and Peter
Meschter '69. Each scored 4-1 in
the 5-round tournament, tying
for individual first place in the
tournament with William Robertie
(Harvard), and placing second
through fifth on tie-break. Kaufon the other hand, man is dependent on social man won second prize, Schritt
organization.
third, Hesse ' the "B" class prize,
(Please trn to Page 3)
and -Rich Scheppe! '68, who

lisillililli IE

neutralism. According to Professor
Pool, this kind of talk tended to
"acerbate" the world situation,
putting the communist states in a
difficult ideological and political
position.
During the Kennedy administration, he said, "The rhetoric of
politics changed," with the United
States no Kruger lior..ing and
throwing ideological brickbats at
the Russians. Instead, policy was
to make positive statements and
avoid antagonism. Though there
was the same dichotomy of interest between East and West, as
evidenced by the Cuban missile
crisis, the policy has had modest
conciliatory results which we are
still experiencing today. The Johnson administration is attempting
to continue in this vein.

alS_ pavecinr~tie, the "Unrted'
prize for scoring a creditable 3-2
in his first tournament.
At the end of the first day of
the two-day tournament, MIT had
only 81/2 points against Harvard's
11/2,

which seemed to put

IT

out of the running. However, a
key fourth round win by Kauffman over Doug Myers (Harvard)
narrowed the gap, and fifth round
wins by Hesse and Meschter over
Harvard opponents gave the MIT
players 31/2 points for the round,
as opposed to Harvard's 1, and
vaulted the Techmen from 1
point behind to a 11/2 point win.
Tournament director was Prof.
Seth Hawkins from Norwich
University.
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Clyde Reitig '68, Chairman of Secretariat, led one of the
discussion groups Sunday morning at the Exeter Conference.
This small group was discussing new ways to integrate under-

w, classmen into activities at the Institute.

(Continued from Page 1)
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rected too heavily againast the
dormitories; 2) many advantages
can be accrued from a McGregor
type of dormitory; 3) the
.only
problem is that of the freshmen
who get flushed; 4) Rush Week
is too short for fraternities to
judge freshmen and for freshmen
to choose among living groups;
and 5) the fraternity system
should be eliminated.

both dormitories and fraternities
shauld attempt to aid the freshIr&. -vrho has been "flushed" by
some fraternity and does nothing
for the last half of Rush Week,
little else was agreed upon.
Some saw atty problems in
dormitory - fraternity

relations

solely as the internal problem
of the fraternities. It was stated
that "unity of the pledge class is
brought about by isolation, which

-

WIscusse
The relationship between education and the residence community was the next major area
examined.
As a method for
ecimination of the wide separation, which was felt to exist,
between the educational experience at MIT and-the day-to-day
activity of the livilng group, the
holding of classes in the living
groups was proposed.
Further discussion of this proposal resulted in the suggestions
that such classes meet for several
hours at a time in order to create
more informality; that seminars
be a series of discussions with a
single faculty member, rather,
than a string of people at successive sessions, as if to parade
the faculty before the students;
and that the major obstacle to
such seminars is apathy and disinterest on the part of the
students.
Apathy rationale
Attempts were made to explain
'the cause for student apathy in
this realm of extra-curricular
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is, in whole, not good," and that

such problems might be overcome by a deferred rush with the
prolonged contact which should
develop. The immediate counter
to this proposal was the claim
that a deferred rush is in conflict
with the orientation of freshmen
which is carried on extensively
by the fraternities.
Other opinions stated about
living group conflicts included: 1)
competition in Rush Week is di- II
I
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dynamic BiC Duo
.writes first time,
BIC'S rugged pair of

..
:

stick pens wins again in
unending war against
ball-point skip, clog and
smear. Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still writes
first time, every time.

o.·

And no wonder. BIc's

"Dyarnite" Ball is the
hardest metal made,
encased in a solid brass
R N lnose cone. Will not skip,
,1.1
:
clog or smear no matter
; .N.i
what devilish abuse is
II
! .'. devised for them by
sadistic students..Get
'
QX .?~i
the dynamic Bmc Duo at
your campus store now.
PCI

'Join TWA's
50S/50 Club and get
up to 50% off regular
Jet Coach fare.

F..·:~
-.
Z

... ....

WATRERMAN-BIC PEN CORP.
MILFORD. CONM.

.

A,'"'

It's easy. If you're under 22,
just fill out an application, buy
the $3.00 ID card-and you're on
your way to any TWA city in the
U.S. for half fare. Your 50/50 Club
fare is good most all year', when
you fly on a standby basis.
To get your card, call your travel
agent, or your nearest TWA office.
We're your kind of airline.

BIG Medium Point 19e

Nationwide
Worldwide
depend on

*Except: Nov. 23 and 27, Dec. 15 thru 24, Jan. 2, 3, 4.
BiC Fine Point 25¢

Bikel speakllv- WI., modem folk song
at Mollel's Mords Burg lecture
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(Continued from Page 1)

Photo by Larry-Stuart Deutsch

Theodore Bikel, noted musician, spoke on "The Contemporary Folk Scene" in LQbdell last week. His talk emphasized
the threat which commercialism constitutes to folk songs, and the
disadvantages of writing songs on specific events.
the modern atteinpts do not ful-Theodore Bikel, well-known ac- fill the criteria for a true . folk
tor and musician, demonstrated song. With reference to such reonce again his uncanny ability to nowned artists as Phil Ochs, he
lecture provocatively and humor- felt that far too many songs are
ously as he addressed a crowd of being written on topical events
several hundred Saturday' on "The and such songs could never truly
Cntemporary Folk Scene." The be folk songs since they do not
lecture, held in Lobdell dining survive for long. Citing prerequihall, was presented by MIT B'nai sites for a true folk song, Bikel
B'rith Hillel Foundation as its referred to songs of the civil
23rd Morris Burg Memorial Lec- rights movement. Such songs did
not only survive because the
tre.
movement survived, but, rather
Tat
of commerewstm
r. Bikel traced the evolution of they were an integral part in
folk songs from the classic folk keeping the movement alive. In
singer such as Woodie Gunthrie to other words, "A true folk song is
the age of Bob Dylan and "folk- not only reactive, but active as
rock." Bikel emphasized the -well."
threat of commercialism to the
Mirror of the past preservation of the true folk
Mr. Bikel concluded his talk by
scene, in that a good number of
emphasizing the tradition of the
Jewish folk song and the imporI tance of its preservation, for such
folk songs are possibly the best
LeValmlt -- tr.~no 13m'eas
way of retainng great tradition.
As Mr. Bikel aptly described it,
67A Me. Auburn St.. Cambridge
"A folk Song above all mirrors the
Opp. Lowell Hoe TR 6-5417
world as a particular age sees it."
By Dean Roler
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If a fraternity does not encourage its members to take on
personal and moral responsibility,
said Dr. Nygreen, then it cannot
give a satisfactory answer to the
one damning question which could
be asked of it: "What difference
do you make, both for the individual and for the campus?"
New morality
Dr. Harvey Cox, an Associate
Professor of Church and Society
at Harvard and author of The
Secular City. and Man's Responsibility spoke on "The Person
and the Moral Life." He dismissed the term "the new
morality" as an absurd phrase
since morality is always changing
with the times. Instead, he di-

rected his talk towards the necessity of the intimacy of a sexual
relationship and how this is being
threatened by the "Playboy
philosophy" and extreme conservatism.
Professor Cox's solutions for
the sex problem confronting the
college students are basically twofold: preservation of honesty in
communication and avoidance of
a competition oriented society
with sex relations. He emphasized the need to face reality
with respect to sex relations.
Respect for others
Attorney General Eliot Richardson spoke on the general theme
of morality in government. He
said "all morality begins with
respect for others" and that
responsible
governments
are
aware of the things .they owe their
people. A moral leader must have
both courage and conscience.
Dr. Walter Judd, a member of
the Judicial Council of the American Medical Association and
recipient of the 1962 World

Humanitarian Award spoke on
"Preparation for Leadership in
Today's World."
Order in universe
He said that although we can
not prove that there is a moral
order in the universe, "it is
against our integrity to believe
not." Our present sickness, according to Judd, is that we "just
want to enjoy the world, not to
win it." He called for "a reexamination of our faith in terms
of ultimate reality" and for
tolerance and faith in God.
Besides the speakers, there
were six seminars of which each
delegate attended three. Led by
experts in fields related to ithe
conference,
including
several
members of the MIT staff, the
seminars covered sex, ethics,
religion, friendship, drugs, and
drinking.
Closing remarks
Closing remarks were made by
Kevin Kinsella '67 (SN), former
Chairman of- the MIT IFC, Mr.
James Roberts, Vice-President of
the New England Mutual Insurance Company, and John Fittz.
Kevin noted that the basic decisions to be made about our lives
must be made individually. He
said that a familiar charge leveled
against the Greeks is that they
do not provide opportunity for
decision-making, and that "you,
as leaders" must ensure your
students of the "experience of
scrutiny."
Contract with others
Mr. Roberts, who helped obtain
financing for the conference
called morality a contract with
other men, like a insurance contract, just as the New Testament
is "our contract with God." He
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Prof. Harvey C. Cox, author
of "The Secular City," spoke
at the mid-morning meeting of
the IFC Conference on Morality.

(D
Uw

added, "God has never broken
his contract!"
John, ending the conference,
assessed it as only "a small part
of what can be done." He reminded the delegates that what
they had learned that day had to
be put into practice, to make it
worthwhile. He concluded the
cohnerence as he said, "I challenge you to be committed to
whatever
decisions you can
make. . ..."

Conference worthwhile
"Enjoyable" and "stimulating"
were the two terms used most
to describe the conference by its
participants. They found the
speakers "very worthwhile" and
hoped to see similar meetings in
the future. One student described
it as a "good opportunity for
communication beyond the bounds
of the campus."
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Last times today!
PETER SELLERS in
"AFTER THE FOX"
1:25, 5:35, 9:55
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plus
"ELMER GANTRY"

3:10 and 7:30
"'FUNERAIUL IN BERLIN"
starts tomorrow
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Sport Coupe-comes in convertible version, too.

A new booklet, published by a
areer-guideeducationql
booklet, "Oppo-published
by a
non-profit
educarionsi
foundanon-profit
founda-
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One drive in an SS 396 and you'll find your-

self committed to a new~ way f,,chang;ing the

scene. Chevrolet took its spirited new 325horsepower VS and teamed it with a special
3-speed full-synch transmission, put it all in a
sleek Fisher Body
. and there it is: QuickSize departure from whatever's been boring
you.

liK
OF

irCLL

There's a 350-horsepower- version available
for that extra kick and, as you'll quickly discover, the Turbo Hydra-Matic is the most
advanced transmission Chevrolet has ever
offered. Shift it yourself, or put it on "D" and
forget it.
SS 396. Wastes very little time getting you
where you'd rather be.

OF
EXCELLENCE
MMSK
,Ii Try it now dur'Ing Ckevy's Bonanza Sale at your Chevrolet dealer's
iI
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new
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This 24-page,
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year--which
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25presidents than any other-shat

starting salary you can expect.
Just send this ad with your name
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cost
rporat
obli-on
presidents
thanmor
any
other--what
starting
salary
you
can
expect.
Just
send
this
ad
with
your
name
and address:This
career-guide
booklet,24-page,
"Opportunities in Selling,-" will be
mailed to you. No cost or obligation. Address: Council on Opportunities, 550 Fifth Ave.,New
York 36, N. Y.,
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"So Proudly We 1Hail'
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Complex and confusing are two words
often used in reference to MITs campus.
- Visitors arrive here very often with no
- idea of the campus other than it is "some, where in Cambridge." Where they wind
up is frequently the entrance at 77 Mass.
O Ave.
If they are fortunate enough to ac<
E quire a map from the information desk
> or the admissions office, then many of
3 their problems & solved. But for those
who attempt to orient themselves by the
R large wooden, electrically lit, map in the
lobby of Building 7, their troubles may
have just begun.
This map is an outdated affair which
n
UI lacks the representation of the Centers
for Life Science, Material Science, and
I Advanced Engineering Studies (though
we must excuse the last), the Green
Building, and the Student Center - to
name only some. In addition, it depicts
buildings which have ceased to exist to
make room for new ones.
We believe such a display is a useful
devise only if it is maintained, otherwise
it is a historical exhibit which serves only
to confuse anyone who might attempt to
use it.
The models of the buildings on the,
map are simple enough so that they
might be completed in less time than the
actual construction of the originals.
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'SO PROUUDLY WE HAIL'-twa
plays at 'the Theatre Camany
of Boston, 'A MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR WILLIAM JENNINGS
'CANDAULES,
and
B RYAN'
by
written
COM M I SS lONER'
Geoffrey Bush and Daniel GerLarstarring
actively,
)
ould. rest ma.
ectiolsarEiongdLo,
ry B rygg man. Hecter Elizondo,
Anita San giolo,. Ralph Waite.
____Ralh

_Wite

Bryan. The Bryan who is Por.
trayed in this play is the Bryan
who led the Democratic party to
virtual annihilation, Who was one
of the main influences in keeping
the United States neutral until

~too late in World War I, and who

led the prosecution of Eugene
By Bay Hagstrom
The The atre Company of Bos- Scopes in Tennessee.
This subject is liable to a good
[y opened its run of a
ton recentli
ontemporary plays, 'A treatment, but requires -a well.
pair of Co
Memorial Service for William constructed play to convey the
Jemings B3ryan' and 'Candaules, message well. The performance
Commissio ner.' The latter is a began with an audience sing-along
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Participating in pioneering research on computing machines,
Hazen was involved in the design
and construction of MIT's first
network analyzer and associated
with Dr. Vannevar Bush in lthe
development of the differential
analyzer. He received the L e vY
Gold Medal of the Franklin Institute for papers on the theory

and design of servomechanismS,
still regarded as classics.

rool calls press deficient
ine keepoingq pueblic inforrmed
(Continued from Page 1)
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rather than knowledgeable newspapermen and educators with regard to the Vietnam situation.
They justify American intervention not by casting it in the role

¢a~h~ga
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.of opposition to a Communist uprising as Dulles would have done,
but as resistance to an "invasion
from the north." This aztitude
makes North Vietnam a scapegoat
without aggravating our position
in relation to the Russians or even
the Chinese.
Prof. Pool said that the admninistration must talk in platitudes
because they must pursue and direct a policy which will have
grave consequences, and they
must make statements about that
policy without lying.
PpIns fn

hiam__

Prof. Pool feels that while the
public should be informed, it is
not the proper function of the administration to do so, but of the
press, which he feels to be perSa&ve money. Go further. Stay forming an inadequate job. What
is needed is more coverage of the
longer. The William Slone. House
sociopolitico- economic situation,
I
YMCA has 1491 rooms available
but
the
public only wants to read
to men, women and groups, senI
combat
zone stories, hence it is
sibly priced at $3.15-4.60 single;
$5.00$5.20 double. Rates include
ill informed.
YMCA rnembership. Enjoy convenProf. Pool remarked that the
ient transportation to evejything. government goes to fantastic
I
lengths during wartime to provide
Coffee Shop o Cafeteria · Laundry
proper facilities for the coverage
Barber Shop ' Check Room
Tailor - Sightseeing o TV Room
that should be provided, but that
Information
iit cannot provide the readership.
IThe basic problem, as he sees it,
MOUMET BSOoLE r
is that the public wants reassurance, but since it is not informed,
it cannot realize how difficult it is
to end the situation. Hence, he
WILME
w WfT ly ST
said, "There is a desire to believe
Ithere is something more to be said
Iby the government that isn't beYMM
NO STAR
g=m
=
aels=_iing said."
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(Continued from Page 2)

education. Possible causes for
this apathy which were advanced
included:
1)
MIT
students
schedule their time fully; 2) a
certain amount of time is needed
for the person to-think, to be
alone with himself; 3) the MIT
undergraduate wastes too much
time crying that he's overworked
-time which could be used many
ways; and 4) the MIT student
wants to keep educations separate
from the rest of his life ("Work
hard! Play hard:!").
Seduction theory
Perhaps the best-accepted evaluation of the cause of this apathy
was the suggestion that most
Tech students won't take time off
from studying on their own, but
that they are willing (maybe
eager) to be "seduced .into not
studying."
Sparked by Dean Wadleigh's
comment on the pass-fail system,
"I regard this as a fallacious

(ig.
Photo by Mark Bolotin

Dave Sanders '67, past Cheairman of Finboard, speaks at the
Sunday morning wrap-up sessior n of the Exeter Conference. The
meeting was intended to pro)vide old and new members of
Inscomm an opportunity to discuIss MIT's problems.

so for the following reasons: 1)
grades can have a harmful feedback effect; and 2) grades don't
give much useful information.
The pass-fail system was opposed
on the grounds that it is highly
gimmick . . .
in view of the
important for the individual stucompetitive nature" of MIT
dent to know where he stands.
students, the discussion zeroed in If there were a pass-fail system,
on the grading system, particuthe attempt of the student to find
larly the stress it may impose.
out where he stands would create
Pass-fail: objections
a "back-door grading system,"
Objections to the pass-fail syswhich would prove harmful. Also,
tem were raised on the grounds
some way is needed to evaluate
that teachers would be remiss as
the student for graduate school.
teachers if they did not let the
Communications
students know how they were
The persistent problem of comdoing. As an alternative suggesmunications received a new outtion, those favoring pass-fail were
look through the question of
advised to "look at alternatives
whether or not it is necessary to
to the present grading system
communicate with everyone. It
which don't have the deficiencies
was conceded that the problem
of the pass-fail system."
of communications would be
Those who favored pass-fail did
simplified if those with informaranrssirramanB
tion to spread would not try to
I saturate the
entre..
rn..t.,y,
but would attempt to seek out
only those who might have some
interest in this information.
Another recurring problem is
that of integration of undergraduates into activities. Student
We are seeking creative engineers who are problem seekers and problem solvers. Sevapathy toward activities and stueral positions are open in our young, expanding engineering department for engine&es
dent government must be overwho can invent improvements for our existing product line and who can develop new
come, if the activities are to
poiuaisis. wVVe have an immediaTe need ?or engineers wno are parncularly interested
continue to thrive. Since many of
in electro-mechanical and electronic research and development. For more information
-the decisions of whether or not
on our company and some of ifs current engineering problems, see our file at the
to join some group are based on
Placement Bureau, and sign up for campus interviews.
first impressions, it is imperative
for any activity which recruits
members to make itself more appealing to the undergraduates.
1245 Chicago Avenue,. Evanston, Illinois 60202 312: 491-1000
Class government
The dominant opinion on class
INTERVIEWERS: Howard Bowen, Vice-Presidenf, Engineering
government is that class governSheldon L. Epstein '60, VI-XV, Patent Counsel
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Committee

Inscomm. Several people felt that
Executive Committee was making a.l1
the policy decisions
of the Institute Committee and
that Inscomm had been relegated
to the role of a rubber-stamp.
Others expressed the opinion that
Executive Committee served to
gather input which Insconm
could not make available for itself
and that, thus, it is reasonable
to expect Executive Committee
to make recommendations to
Inscomm. Further, as long as
Inscomnm has adequate time to
discuss these recommendations
and has the sole power to make
the final decision, the complaint
that Executive Committee is
usurping power is absurd.
Booklet
A booklet summarizing the important topics discussed at Exeter
Conference will be published
shortly by Inscomm. This booklet
is intended for use hnth. by
Inscomrn and
by particular
organizations for which some
topic of discussion is especially
relevant.

ATOMC 'ENERGY DIVISI0N
PHIlLLPS PETRiOLEgH COMPAN
ational Reactor TestinRg SatinI

CERAMICS, PHYSICS and

ENGINEERING PHYSICS

I

I

ment at MIT is ridiculous and
useless, and that there is no class
spirit. The few activities in which
class governments engage themselves, such as Junior Prom or
Field Day, could easily be handled by Inscormm subcommittees.
On the other hand, it was felt
that class governments will continue to exist, due to tradition.
On the assumption that class governments do- exist, it was recommended that the class presidents
automatically be given positions
on Inscomm subcommittees in
order to make better use of
capable people.
Executive Committee
The final topic discussed at the
conference concerned the role of
Inscomm itself, more specifically
the role of Inscomm's Executive

--
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---
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row-minded comminssioner. His
dismay at being betrayed by his
'loyal servant' is given a convincing portrayal and his ill-concealed

PHIL & CLAUDETTE MARKELL
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Meet the Latin-American
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Jewish Youth

DIRECT FROM NEW YORK

The play is perolmed w¢ith extraordinary starkness. There are
only three characters, and a
fourth part that neither speaks
nor acts. Again the strongest performance was given by Larry
Bryggman, who, this time, had
the lead, as Candaules. He puts
life into the character of the nar-
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sneering at the natives is alanr-

irgly well-perforned. It seems
that Mr. Bryggman is an actor
who can really shine in a performance of a s.tark nature such

- Understand the problems
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Pietro Belluschi, M.I.T. School of Architecture;
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overplay a highly emotionalized
role. Certainly an equally good
performance was given by Hector
Elizondo, who was Gyges. He
easily projected the idea that
Gyges was really manipulating
his master without the master
being aware of it. All in all, the
entire production of 'Candaules,
Commissioner' was a well done
project, a great credit to its di-
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Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J., Chairmnan
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very

needless waste of war. She did
not succumb to the temptation to
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ance was also delivered by Anita
Sangiolo as Nyssia, fthe wife of
the commitloner. She accurately
played the part of a woman
crushed by the slaughter and
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145 E. 32nd Street
New York N.Y. 10 16
212 MU 3-9200

Prices: EVES., Mon.-Thurs., Orch. $5, Ist Balc. $4-$3.50, 2ned Balc.
$2.50: Fri.-Sat., Orch. $5.50, Ist Balc. $4.50-$4, 2nd Be1c. $2.50;
MATS., Wed. & Sat., Orch. $4, Ist Balc. $3.50-$3, 2nd Baic. $2.

a civil war which has been con.
suming Lydia for 17 years. Candaules is Caucasian. He has a
native, Gyges, as a manservant.
Gyges' existence centers around
his ability to reassure the Commissioner that he is an inferior
slave eager to serve his superior
master. As -long as the servant
treats the master like a god, the
master is the servant's slave. As
the play progresses, Gyges is given use of the commissioner's
wife, and the new pair of lovers
unrite to destroy Candaules.
~Stark drama
j
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Yes, Heritage Travel will deliver tickes to all MIT offices,
and fo dormitory desks, ioo. We're just around the. corner,
so that prompt delivery, even on very shor notice, is
availabie af all times. There's no problem if you make last
minute changes, or if your ti¢ket needs -o be reissued for,
any oner reasonr And we'll deliver something iore, ,N~,,eh
kind of personalized service hat only a relatively small,
highly competent trvel agency can offer. Wfe're open
'1Monday through Fridays, 9:00 am until 6:30 pm. Caii 's
at 491 -000 or paygus a visf,.
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-- good wages
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The annual TCA-APO Blood
Drive begins this Wednesday and
will continue until March 23. The
goal this year is to surpass the
1690 pints donated by members of
the MIT community last year.

Anyone aged 18 to 59, student

5E

or non-student, may give blood,
and may in turn receive blood for
treatment while a member of the
lITrr commnu ity.
The drive will be held in the
Student Center, as in past years.
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Appointments for non-students
may be made up to the start of
the drive by phoning x7092 or,
for students before the day of the
drive, x4885.
Almost anyone between 18 and
59 can give blood several times a
year without endangering his
health. Anyone who is passed by
the Red Cross doctors and nurses
doing screening during the drive
may be assured that he will suffer no ill effects.

The drive, sponsored with the
American Red Cross by TCA and
Alpha Phi Omega, is timed to coincide with a shortage of fresh
whole blood which occurs in New
England each year at this time.
It is hoped that everyone can
keep his appointment; unscheduled walk-ins will be asked to return at some appointed time unless there is a vacancy. Any
changes may be made by calling
the numbers listed above.

"--U

Nominations for the Goodain
medal, awarded each year to a
graduate student teacher, close
Thursday. The medal, awarded
at most once a year, is given to a
graduate student teacher for "performance of teaching duties which
are conspicuously effective over
and above ordinary excellence."
Nominations may be made by
any member of the student body
or faculty through SCEP. The
I
I

nomination should include an informal statement explaining why
the nominee qua'ifies for the
award.
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Ruba IVarn Classes
Seven Days a Week.
All Equipment Supplied.

AVenue 255818
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to brew Carlsbergte ellow,
avor ul beer
of Co enhageno

$7.75 per day

(with breakfast and dinner)
$49.00 per week
I

Special Ski Weeks
5 day plan-$70
7 day plan-$94
Plans begin on Sunday nights and
include lodging-lifts-lessons.
Cologne, 6 oz., $4.50
After Shqve, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 z., $8.50
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set $4.00
Cologna,
4 oz, $3.00
_
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50
swANK, NEW YORK

Starting dates: Jan. 1, 8, 15, 22, 29;
Feb. 5, 12, 26; Mar. 5, 12, 26;
.I
April 2, 9.

6

CarlsbergAgency.Inc.. 104 E. 40th St.. N.Y.

phone Stowe, Vt.
802-253-7223
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Drink Carlsberg--the mellow, flavorful beer of Copenhagen
Brewed and bottled by the Carlsberg Breweries. Copenhageh, Denmark
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O CLEANING

!

O PRESSING

O REPAIRING

o LAUNDRY
Always A' Your Service in The
MIT STUDENIT CENER
84 MASS. AVENUE
EL 4-2088
Domr Li0
e 9-360
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Are you looking for a company that will recognize you as
an individual, provide you with a stimulating growth envir0nment, and expect you to grow and progress to your
fullest potenilal in the shortest period of time? especiallf
M
rhen this potential includes top level management.
For EE's and ME's with Graduate and Undergraduate Degrees, we have positions available in Design and Development, Project Engineering, Applications Engineering, Test
Equipment Design, Manufacturing and Production Supervision and Product Engineering.
For MBA's. with Engineering Undergraduate Degrees, we
have positions in Program Management and as Assistants
to several of our officers.
We're a small company (1500 employees and $25 million !
insales), but we plan on getting much larger.
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you are interete'd in discussing a fut-

ure with us, a representative will be on

SKI

campus March 16. See your plecemenf
officer for details.

Weeks

5-DAY PLAN $35
5 days. 5 lessons. Monday-Friday.
7-DAY PLAN $45
:7days. 7 lessons. Monday-Sunday.
STARTING DATES:
Dec. !2, 19;Jan.2,9,16,23,30;
Feb.6, 13,27: Mar.6, 13,27;Apr. 3,10.
Contact:
STOWE AREA AssocIATION, INC.
Box 206, Stowe, Vermont.
Tel.: (802) 25347321

If you are unavailable on the above date,

please write fo: W. L. Frykholm
Professional Placement Manager

Proner Airport

(TfAist rooperaiie.plans available only to
tUests of Stowe lr'a .4ssn. member lodges.)

SKI CApITAL

EAST AURORA, N.Y. 14052

FRESH POD SHOPPING CTR. 585 MT. AUBURIN ST. WATERTOWN SQ.
Canmbrd
Watertown
Watertwm

An equal opportunity employer
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"What good does spending -all that sports should be extracurrithat -time on a sport do for me? cular. He condemned some "'inwitutions of higher learning" who
60 After a long day in the 'beep beep' have lost all sense of relevancy
32
place, I just want.to go home and in their athletic program, who
relax for a while. I'll probably have become athletic havens
be up all night studying anyway." through "generous" scholarships.
With the work load at college so
This doesn't happen at MIT.
tf
LJ
heavy, many students must ques- When the Institute starts recruitr
!-- tion the value of athletics for ing basketball playerS, the story
them. Ten to fifteen hours is a lot will make front-page headlines.
of time for a Tech student to This is the reason why the athletwaste. Yet if MIT sponsors inin-ic program here is a success deteen
intercollegiate sports, not to spite its sometimes poor teams.
'r
P- mention intramural and club It is what it was intended to he ui sports, there has to be some good
a chance for all students to parLU
reason for having them.
ticipate in athletics. You don't
have to be a high school AllAthletics valuable
American to make the soccer
Veteran mentor Ben MAartin did
team. In fact, if you are, you
a thorough job, at the varsity
may well be the only one who
hockey banquet, in summing up knows how to play the game.
these reasons as -well as the real
Success is sweet
value of athletics at MIT, and indeed all colleges. Coach Martin
But this makes it all the more
said that every time an athlete meaningful when the fencing and
takes the field arnd gives one hum freshman wrestling teams capdred percent, he is gaining more ture the New England finals, or
than he has given. By giving one when the basketball team has a
hundred percent, an athlete builds 194 record.
the character necessary to carry
Intramural sports, while providhim 'trough the future challenges ing good competition and some of
of life. This does not mean giving the effect of varsity sport, still
the maximum when we feel like cannot give a person the same
it, Martin continued, but at all experience as participation in an
times, whether winning or losing. intercollegiate event.
He stated that as long as we work
Why don't you try out for some
to our maximum capacity, wheth- sport this spring? You may turn
er in sports, school, or business, out to be Tech's next super athwe are a success.
lete, but even if you don't, you
Coach Martin further stressed cannot be a loser.

SpirL desire mrk oey tea
em

despite poor 4-13 season record
At te hockey banquet last Tuesday night Coach Ben Martin was
enthusiastic about thile past season,
despite the team's comparatively
poor season record of 4-13, because of the spirit and desire exhibited during the year.
After losing their first three
games of the season, the Tech
skaters came back to win four of
their next six games. This series
of victories began. with a win over
WPI--by a score of 4-1. Their next
game was a rematch with the
WPI skaters, this time Tech lost
4-5. The next foe the skaters faced

was Wesleyan, whom they dispatched easily, 8-2. Then after a
defeat at the hands of Cornecti·,,, +h.
_Teh squad beat Air
Force 4-3 and Wesleyan 3-2.
Despite the return of Mike Harris '68, next year's team captain,
and Clay Satow, who along with
Harris was a top scorer this year,
the team will feel the loss of
seven gradua'ting seniors when it
begins the season next year. Retiring veterans will include: Carl
Bryant, Captain Bob Smith, Tom
Newkirk, Larry Hall, Mike Zuteck, Don Bosack, and Bob Damon.
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Bey eff Gorman
The varsity swimmers finished
eighth in the New England Championships held at the Southern
Connecticut State Coiiege pool Friday and Saturday. Three. varsity
records were broken as Dan Gentry '6 and Lee IDilley '69 turned
in outstanding individual perform-
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ances.

Amherst Frst
Of the eighteen competing
teams, Amherst won with 2431/3
points,
Southern
Connecticut
placed second and Wesleyan finished third. Williams was fourth.
Springfield fifth, Bowdoin sixth,
UConn seventh, and MIT eighth.
Gentry captured the engineers'
only second place as he finished
behind Gardner of Willams in the
one meter diving. Gardner and
Gentry finished one-two in this
event last year, and Gardner had
just finished winning the Easterns
championship against Yale and
other Ivy League schools a few
days earlier.
Lee Dilley swam the 20D yard

Intramural sports
¢, A
-|
A

Photo by Tony Lima

Larry Preston '68 (lower left) drops slightly back in the finals
-of the 200 yard breaststroke Friday, while Dan Gentry '68
(right) -does a forward

1/2 somersault, pike position. Gentry

finished second, Preston sixth.
butterfly in 2:09.1 taking three
In the 200 yard breastroke, Larseconds off his old varsity record ry Preston '68 clocked a 2:261
and taking a third in the New to qualify for the finals and to
Englands in this event.
break his own varsity record by
two seconds. Preston's final time
was three seconds off his qualifying time and consequently'placed
sixth. His 1:6.9 in the 100 breaststroke placed him seventh.

i

SAEio rs down ZBT, 3-2s
finals scheduled {or tonight
SAE beat ZEBT 3-2 Sunday night
to win a place in the finals of the
IIVI hockey playoffs, which will be
held tonight at 9:30. SAE got off
to an early 1-D lead on a goal by
Dan Corwin '67, then stretched it
to 2-0 when Dick Sidell '6 scored
on a fast break. Z1iT skaters
came back to tie &thescore at
2-2, until the first half of the third
period when Sidell and Ralph
Schmitt '66 teamed up to score
the winning goal for SAE. For
the rest of the game both teams
were plagued "w pe+,alties. Dtring the time when the teams
were
playing short, All-Star
goalie, Rich Thurber, made many
saves for the winners.
In other action, John Schwarz
'67 announced the addition of
Dennis Buss (LCA) and Rod'Riek
(LCA) to the All-Star squad of
I
alternates.
The hockey competition is tightIening up as Lambda Chi Alpha
Iupset Burton, 5-4 in a real thrillIer. NRSA defeated Theta Chi, 4-1.
I
Theta Chi was the regular season
champion but the playoffs remai n
I
the final reckoning.

Rebuilding ahead

Stickmen await opener
w ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Loren Wood '6S. Walt Maling '69,
is p.rime contender for the starting
crease position. On defense the
stickers boast the experience of
Bob Smith '67 along with Steve
Marshall '67 and Herb Finger '6,
last year's reserves, and newcomers Steve Reimers '68, George
Hustak '69, and Julie Schroeder
%69.
Mid field is where Tech's
strength lies. Returning from last
year are Neal Gilman '67, Captain Steve Schroeder '67, Art Von
Waldburg '67, and Greg Wheeler
'67. All four, at some time last
year, played first midfield.
The team opens its season with
a scrimmage against Brown on
Wednesday, March 22. On Saturday it faces BLC before lea~ng
Photo by Dale Stone on its southern trip over spring
vacation. Down south, the TechChris Davis '69 takes; a shot against defenseman George men
will play against Loyola
Hustak '69 and Steve Marshall '67, while Don Raab '67 cuts in
College
of Baltimore, and then go
for the rebound. The stickmen open their season March 22
on
to
scrimmage
the freshman
against Brown.
squad and former N a t i o n a 1
Rebuilding is the word Cach for its opening contest against champs, Johns Hopkins.
Ben Mlartin likes to use in des- Brown on March 22.
On a general outlook of the
cribing this year's outlook on the
The primary spots to'be filled season Coach Martin says: "After
coming lacrosse season. lSartin
this season are the three attack the initial rusty spell, I think
admits that a lot of work is need- positions vacated by Pete Kirk- that we should develop some
ed ibefore the squad twill be ready wood '66, Dick Nygren '66 and I strong lacrosse players."

The Beaver's third broken record came from Lee Dilley, Mike
Crane '67, Tohnr McFarren '68, and
In other action over the week, Luis Clare in the 400 yard freeZBT over Theta Chi, 6-2, Sigma style relay. Tech's relay recorded
AMpha Epsilon edged Burton, 1-O, a 3:22.7 to take a fifth place.
and NRSA took the Baker Bruins,
Mike Crane '67 got a bad start
4-1.
in the 50 yard freestyle and fin-

In the finals of the IM bowling
tournament a tough Burton squad
took a close first over Phi Mvlu
Delta. 'raking inldividual honors
were two PMD members, John
Muller who rolled a 277 single
and Mike Scott whose 638 series
led all comers.

ished fifth in :23.1. Crane stood
to do well in this event: had he
done his best time he- would have
firishedi second. Pete 'Amstdtz'67
placed eighth in the three meter
diving and Tom Nesbitt '69 placed
eleventh in the 200 yard breaststroke.

Op I|es

Best, McK'ngey

In ba minton
Over the March -3-5 weekend,
two students from MIT, Mel Best,
a graduate student in physics,
and Bob McKinley '70t, were successful at the Eastern Intercollegiate Badminton Championships
at Queens College, New York
City. Mel, a native of Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada, defeated McKinley of Buffalo, New
York, in two games, 18-15, 15-10,
to take the singles title, and
teamed with hinm to take the doubles crown by easily defeated a
Northeastern undergraduate and
his Penn State partner. Bob and
Mel played well together. The
final tallies were 15-3, 15-5. The
mixed doubles finals saw Bob McKinley and Pat Meade, a junior
from Wheaton College, defeat
Mel Best and his partner, also
from Wheaton in a close match
15-10, 6-15, 15-9.
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Both the students play in the
newly formed MKIT badminton
club, which has two teams competing in Boston leagues. One of
the advantages of playing in the
league is having girls from Wheaton as teammates. There is room
in the club for any person, regardless of ability, who is interested in playing competitive badminton. The club BCD team is
now tied for first place. The final
and deciding match will be this
Wednesday.
At the present time; the club is
still unofficial but it is hoped that
if there is enough support it will
be officially recognized by MIT
next year. All those interested in
playing next year can contact
Carl Weissgerber '68, at Baker
House, or Bob McKinley at Theta
Delta Chi.

abs down Civil 32
for CIL champlonship
In a game played in a mixture
of sleet and rain on March 5,
Les Habitants defeated Civil Engineering 3-2, to win the MIT 8§it`
Community
Hockey L e a g u e
"Imaginary Cup." The Habs
scored first in the first period
when David Blank deflected in a
P
long shot from Wayne Pecknold
at 6:00.
Civil went ahead 2-1 in the second period on a goal by Tsotsi
at 7:22. Former varsity player
"Moose" Ksinar '65 then scored
for Habs at 2:54 of the 3rd
period on a shot from the right
point, and Blank scored the winner at 12:10, assisted by Peter
Catto.
The scheduled consolation game
between Instrumentation Lab and
Beacon Street AC was cancelled
due to rain.
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